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STRUCTURE OF THE COMMITTEE

The structure of the committee is as follows

1  Prin.Dr.Kadam  L.D.  Chairman
2  Prof. Waghmare R.V.  Co ordinator
3  Prof. Kone D.M.  Member
4  Prof. Sabale Y.R.  Member
5  Prof. Smt.Borade N. S .  Member
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Working and Procedure of committee

Vivek vahini and jagar janivancha is works under Maharashtra Andhashtaddha Nirmulan samiti, They are loosely kite organization of student and teachers, who are interested in changing themselves and society. Vivek vahini is the platform for self development of the students.

Motto of the Vivek vahini
“Self development is in our hands”

Main field of the Vivek vahini where they works as awareness programmes among the society

1. Scientific attitude
2. Eradication of castes system
3. Gender equality
4. Environment protection
5. De-Addiction
6. Science and Astrology
7. Religion and Morality
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All the members of vivek vahini/Jagar janivancha Committee are informed that the meeting of this committee is organized on Monday 24/08/2020 at 10.30 am with Principal in Principal’s cabin. However all members attend the meeting.

The Agenda for meeting as follows

1. To discusses regarding take steps to preserve a culture of scientific attitude and social development.
2. To make strategy and action plan for rally on De-Addiction.
3. To frame policy for student to educate regarding Vivek Vahini
4. To arrange a peer speech on social development and Andhahraddha nirmulan.
5. To discusses any suggestions by members
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Meeting Proceedings  

The Meeting of Anti Ragging cell Committee of this College was held on Monday 24/08/2020 at 10.30 a.m. In this Meeting following topics were discussed-

1) To discussed regarding take steps to preserve a culture of social development environment in college. And taken decision to student enrollment in Vivek vahini as active volunteer.
2) To Taken steeps on to carry out campaign of De-Addiction in college
3) Discussed policies of Maharashtra Andhasharaddha Nirmulan Samiti
4) Discussed current status of Committee.
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